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Abstract

Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) imaging is conducted to in-
fer invisible scenes from indirect light on visible objects.
The neural transient field (NeTF) was proposed for repre-
senting scenes as neural radiance fields in NLOS scenes.
We propose NLOS neural implicit surface (NLOS-NeuS),
which extends the NeTF to neural implicit surfaces with
a signed distance function (SDF) for reconstructing three-
dimensional surfaces in NLOS scenes. We introduce two
constraints as loss functions for correctly learning an SDF
to avoid non-zero level-set surfaces. We also introduce
a lower bound constraint of an SDF based on the geom-
etry of the first-returning photons. The experimental re-
sults indicate that these constraints are essential for learn-
ing a correct SDF in NLOS scenes. Compared with pre-
vious methods with discretized representation, NLOS-NeuS
with the neural continuous representation enables us to re-
construct smooth surfaces while preserving fine details in
NLOS scenes. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study on neural implicit surfaces with volume rendering
in NLOS scenes. Project page: https://yfujimura.
github.io/nlos-neus/

1. Introduction
Many computer-vision applications are being integrated

into society. However, most are intended for visible scenes
from cameras. Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) imaging [16, 38]
is used to infer invisible scenes occluded from the cam-
eras. Figure 1(a) shows a typical confocal NLOS setup
[31], in which an ultra-fast light source and time-resolved
detector are collocated and the detector can only see a dif-
fuse wall. Pulsed light from the light source is emitted
into the visible wall, and reflected light on the wall reaches
an NLOS scene. Reflected light in the NLOS scene then
bounces back to the detector via the relay wall. A time-
resolved detectors for such NLOS imaging is a single pho-
ton avalanche diode (SPAD) [5] (top in Fig 1(b)). A SPAD
is capable of time-correlated single photon counting with
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Figure 1. (a) Confocal NLOS setup, (b) SPAD system and mea-
sured transients, (c) NLOS surface reconstruction with DLCT
[45] and (d) with our NLOS-NeuS. Neural implicit surface repre-
sentation can enhance quality of reconstructed surfaces in NLOS
scenes.

pico-second resolution [40]. Measured data with such a
time-resolved detector are called transients, in which the
number of counted photons or intensity is recorded at each
arrival time (bottom in Fig. 1(b)). One approach for NLOS
imaging is to use the transients on the relay wall as input.
We aim to reconstruct three-dimensional (3D) surfaces in
NLOS scenes from the transients, similar to previous stud-
ies [13, 34, 36, 37, 42, 45].

We extend the neural transient field (NeTF) [35] for neu-
ral implicit surface representation in NLOS scenes. The
neural radiance field (NeRF) [26] is a powerful paradigm
for scene representation, in which density and view-
dependent color at each scene position are continuously pa-
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rameterized with a multi-layer perceptron (MLP), which is
optimized by reconstructing input multi-view images with
volume rendering. The NeTF is the extended version of the
NeRF for transient measurement in an NLOS setup. How-
ever, the NeTF (and also the NeRF) does not support ge-
ometric representation, which is necessary for accurate 3D
reconstruction. We incorporate the framework of a neural
implicit surface with volume rendering such as NeuS [39]
and VolSDF [43] into the NeTF for NLOS neural implicit
surface reconstruction, i.e., NLOS-NeuS.

We argue that a simple extension of the NeTF to neu-
ral implicit surface representation with a signed distance
function (SDF) causes a non-zero level-set surface due to
an under-constrained NLOS setup. We introduce effective
training losses to avoid a non-zero level-set surface. Fig-
ure 1(d) shows an example of the surface reconstruction of
an occluded object with NLOS-NeuS. Compared with the
results of the state-of-the art NLOS surface-reconstruction
method [45] (Fig. 1(c)), the fine details of the target object
can be reconstructed because of the nature of its continuous
representation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
study on a neural implicit surface with volume rendering in
NLOS scenes.

2. Related work
Non-line-of-sight imaging NLOS imaging is attracting
much more attention with the development of computa-
tional imaging devices [16, 38]. While the typical inputs
of NLOS-imaging methods are transients on a diffuse re-
lay wall, output scene representations differ depending on
applications and methodology.

A voxel grid is one of the most commonly used repre-
sentations [1, 19, 20, 31, 38]. For example, with back-
projection-based methods [1, 17, 38], the measured inten-
sity is back-projected to each voxel to estimate the proba-
bilities of object existence. O’Toole et al. [31] proposed
the light-corn transform (LCT), with which a closed-form
solution is derived under volumetric albedo representation.
Lindell et al. [19] formulated the NLOS problem as f-k
migration in seismology, where electromagnetic radiation
at each scene-grid point is recovered with the Fast Fourier
Transform. However, such discrete representations are lim-
ited for representing scenes with fine details due to memory
cost. Shen et al. [35] proposed the NeTF, with which vol-
umetric density and reflectance are implicitly modeled by
a continuous MLP with arbitrary resolution. Mu et al. [27]
extended the NeTF to feedforward inference, which enables
fast NLOS imaging with a non-confocal setup.

Although these methods model object existence or vol-
umetric albedo in NLOS scenes, accurate 3D reconstruc-
tion requires explicit geometric representations, e.g., some
methods incorporate surface normals into voxel representa-
tions [45], directly estimate a point cloud [42], or optimize

object surface with a differentiable renderer [13, 34, 37].
Our method extends continuous volumetric representation
[35] with an SDF for surface reconstruction with arbitrary
resolution.

Neural implicit surface Park et al. [32] and Mescheder et
al. [25] respectively proposed the DeepSDF and Occupancy
Networks, with which a scene is represented using a SDF
and occupancy field parameterized with an MLP. In contrast
to the traditional discretized representations such as voxels,
these implicit representations are memory-efficient, and an
object surface can be extracted as level-set at any resolution,
which enables dense surface reconstruction from a coarse
voxel grid or sparse point cloud with feedforward inference
[7, 33] or test-time optimization [2, 6, 23, 41].

Other research directions include neural implicit surfaces
from multi-view 2D images, where the implicit function is
optimized by minimizing reconstruction loss between the
input and rendered images. The key to optimization is how
to connect the implicit function and surface rendering in
a differentiable manner [28, 44]. In contrast to surface-
rendering-based methods, Yariv et al. [43] and Wang et al.
[39] respectively proposed VolSDF and NeuS, with which
images are rendered with volume rendering similar to the
NeRF [26]. Differing from the surface-rendering approach,
images are rendered with multiple points on a ray with
α-compositions, which enables back-propagation from not
only the surface points but also points far from the surface.
NLOS-NeuS uses a neural implicit surface with volume ren-
dering for NLOS surface reconstruction.

3. Method
This section describes the key points for NLOS-NeuS

to correctly learn an SDF in an NLOS scene. We first ex-
plain our problem setting and review the NeTF as prelim-
inary for neural scene representation in an NLOS scene.
We then describe the difficulty in learning an SDF in the
under-constrained NLOS setup followed by additional con-
straints and loss functions for learning an SDF. At the end of
this section, we introduce background rendering in NLOS
scenes.

3.1. Problem setting

Our goal is to learn two MLPs, d : R3 → R and ρ :
R6 → R from transients. The input of d is a scene position
p = (x, y, z) ∈ R3 in an NLOS scene to estimate a signed
distance, and the inputs of ρ are p and direction v from p
to the position of a visible relay wall p′ = (x′, y′, z′) ∈ R3

to estimate view-dependent reflectance. The parameters of
these two MLPs are optimized by reconstructing measured
transients on the relay wall with volume rendering.

The transient at each position on the relay wall is rep-
resented with a 1D vector τ(p′) ∈ RB , where B is the
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Figure 2. Spherical sampling in NeTF [35] for rendering tran-
sients. Scan sphere with radius rt corresponds to transient at time
bin t.

number of time bins. For example, in SPAD measurement,
τ(p′, t) is the number of counted photons, the arrival time
of which is t.

3.2. Preliminary

We first review the NeTF [35] for NLOS scene represen-
tation. The NeTF also learns two MLPs; one is σ : R3 → R
taking as input a position (x, y, z) to estimate density, and
the other is ρ, which is essentially the same with our MLP
to estimate view-dependent reflectance1. Differing from the
NeRF [26], where scene points are sampled on a ray for vol-
ume rendering, the NeTF spherically samples points from
the relay wall for rendering the transients as shown in Fig.
2:

p(p′, rt, θ, ϕ) =

 rt sin θ cosϕ+ x′

rt sin θ sinϕ+ y′

rt cos θ + z′

 , (1)

where rt is a radius corresponding to a transient time bin t,
and θ and ϕ are elevation and azimuth angles. A transient
τ(p′, t) is computed as the sum of reflected intensities at
sampled points on the scan sphere:

τ(p′, t) =
∫∫

A(rt, θ)T (p,v)σ(p)ρ(p,v)dθdϕ, (2)

where A(rt, θ) = sin θ/r2t is an attenuation factor, and
T (p,v)2 is the transparency between the object and relay
wall. For simplicity, the arguments of p and v are omitted,
i.e., p(p′, rt, θ, ϕ) and v(p(p′, rt, θ, ϕ),p′).

The parameters of σ and ρ are optimized by minimiz-
ing the error between measured and rendered transients as

1In fact, ρ is a 5D function in the NeTF, i.e, the inputs are (x, y, z) and
(θ, ϕ).

2This transparency is omitted in the implementation of the NeTF.

follows:

Lτ =
1

MB

∑
p′,t

(τm(p′, t)− τ(p′, t))2, (3)

where τm is the measured transient and M is the number of
measured positions on the relay wall.

3.3. NLOS-NeuS

Following previous studies [39, 43], NLOS-NeuS uses
volume rendering with an SDF. The MLP d first takes p as
input to estimate a signed distance, and ρ takes p and v to
estimate view-dependent reflectance. The estimated signed
distance is then converted to a density for volume rendering.
We use the transformation proposed in StyleSDF [30] for
computational efficiency with one learnable parameter and
without gradient evaluation:

σ(p) =
1

α
Sigmoid(−d(p)

α
), (4)

where Sigmoid(·) is a sigmoid function and α > 0 is a
learnable parameter that controls the tightness of the density
around the object surface. After obtaining the density, we
can render a transient by using Eq. (2). In the implementa-
tion, we use the following discrete counterparts [24, 26, 39]:

τ(p′, t) =
∑
θ,ϕ

A(rt, θ)w(p,v)ρ(p,v)∆θ∆ϕ, (5)

w(p,v) =

t∑
s=tmin

Ts

(
1− exp{−σ

(
p(p′, rs, θ, ϕ)

)
∆rs}

)
,

(6)

Ts = exp

{
−

s−1∑
u=tmin

σ
(
p(p′, ru, θ, ϕ)

)
∆ru

}
, (7)

where w(p,v) corresponds to the blending weights of vol-
umetric albedos on the ray from the relay wall.

3.4. Learning zero level-set surface in NLOS setup

Many methods for learning neural implicit surfaces have
been proposed under a multi-view setup [28, 29, 39, 43, 44].
One of the differences between these methods and our
NLOS-NeuS is the configuration of the target scene. In a
multi-view setup, the target object is surrounded by multiple
cameras. In an NLOS setup, however, only one side of the
target object is observed from the relay wall. We found that
such an under-constrained setup causes a non-zero level-set
surface in an SDF, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The back side
of the object cannot be observed, which leads to the high-
est weight at the point with non-zero signed distance on the
ray. Figure 3(b) shows the estimated signed distance for
the synthetic bunny scene with the simple extension of the
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Figure 3. (a) Non-zero level-set surface. Under-constrained NLOS
setup causes non-zero level-set surface because back side of object
cannot be observed from relay wall. Point with non-zero signed
distance incorrectly has highest weight on ray from relay wall. (b)
Learned SDF of synthetic bunny scene, where points with highest
weights (black curve) do not coincide with zero level-set in green
boxes. (c) Our method enabled us to extract plausible zero level-
set surfaces.

NeTF. The black curve indicates an extracted object surface
as the points with the highest weight along the ray from
the relay wall and does not coincide with the zero level-set
in the green boxes. Figure 9(a) is the estimated depth from
this SDF with the sphere tracing algorithm [12], where most
parts of the bunny are missing.

To avoid such a non-zero level-set surface, the following
two requirements should be satisfied. (1) At the object sur-
face, the signed distance values should be zero. To achieve
this, we have to detect the object surface and force explicit
geometric supervision. (2) Points with non-zero signed dis-
tance should not contribute to the object surface. To achieve
this, α in Eq. (4) decreases correctly during training. As
explained in Sec. 3.3, α → 0 means a perfectly sharp sur-
face, i.e., only points with zero signed distance contributes
to object surfaces. We introduce two constraints as training
losses for satisfying these two requirements, which enabled
us to estimate a plausible SDF, as shown in Fig. 3(c).

Zero signed-distance self-supervision We supervise the
MLP to have zero signed distances at the object surface. Re-
cent studies have shown that such explicit geometric super-
vision enhances the quality of the learned SDF [3, 9]. Dif-
fering from these studies in which geometric information

was obtained with additional sensors, we have no explicit
geometric information, thus automatically detect points to
be supervised during training.

To detect surface points, we compute the probabilistic
density function (PDF) as normalized w(p,v)ρ(p,v) on
each scan sphere during training and sample Nz points on
the sphere on the basis of the PDF. These points are likely to
be located on the object surface; thus, we force these points
to have a zero signed distance with the following loss func-
tion:

Lz =
1

MBNz

∑
t,p′

Nz∑
n=1

m(p′, t)|d(p(t, θn, ϕn))|, (8)

where m(p′, t) ∈ {0, 1} is a mask; m(p′, t) = 1 means that
object points exist on the sphere with a radius rt centered
at p′. This mask can be computed easily by thresholding
the measured transient τm. If we model background effects
(Sec. 3.6), we compute the mask with an object component
τm − ξτb during training.

Constraint on volume-rendering weight Wang et al.
[39] mentioned that a learnable parameter connecting
signed distance and density (α in Eq. (4) in our case) con-
verges to zero during training. However, we found that an
additional constraint is necessary to correctly decrease the
parameter for the NLOS setup.

Before introducing the constraint, we discuss a mask loss
proposed in multi-view settings [39, 44]. In NeuS [39],
the input images are masked, and the masks are used for
an additional loss, where the sum of the volume rendering
weights (Eq. (6) in our case) on each camera ray is forced to
be equal to the value at the corresponding pixel of the mask,
i.e., the mask loss is defined as

Lmask = E(mk, ôk), (9)

where mk is the value of the mask at the k-th pixel, ôk is
the accumulated weight, and E is an error metric such as the
binary cross entropy. We provide the following observation.

Proposition 1. Minimizing the mask loss (Eq. (9)) leads to
the convergence of α (in Eq. (4)) to 0.

We provide the proof in the supplementary material. In-
tuitively, all densities in the empty space should be 0, which
results in the convergence of α to 0.

Therefore, the mask loss is effective for learning α, while
the difficulty in the NLOS setup is that we cannot obtain an
object mask. Instead of using such explicit mask loss, we
use the following loss:

Len =
1

M |θ||ϕ|
∑
p′,θ,ϕ

−ô log2 ô− (1− ô) log2(1− ô),

(10)
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Figure 4. Plots of α during training. For learning sharp surface,
α in Eq. (4) should decrease during training. This plot shows
that Len can make α converge to very small value (orange and red
plots)

where ô =
∑tmax

t=tmin
w(p,v) is the accumulated weight for

each view line from the relay wall, and | · | is the number
of sampled variables. This loss function is similar to the
beta-distribution constraint of accumulated opacity used in
the previous studies [4, 21, 27] where accumulated opacity
from a camera should be 0 or 1. We use entropy as this loss
function that bounds the loss value between 0 and 1.

Figure 4 shows the plots of α during training for the
synthetic bunny scene, where α diverges without both Lz

and Len (blue plot). Although α does not diverge if we
use Lz (green plot), it begins to increase in the early stage
and remains relatively large at the end of the training. On
the other hand, α successfully decreases and converges to a
very small value with Len (orange and red plots).

3.5. Training loss

In summary, we use the following loss function for train-
ing NLOS-NeuS:

L = λτLτ + λeiLei + λzLz + λenLen + λfLf , (11)

where Lτ , Lz , and Len are those described in the previous
sections. λ∗ are hyperparameters to control the contribution
of each loss. Lei is the Eikonal loss [11] for the regulariza-
tion of the SDF:

Lei =
1

|Ωnlos |
∑

p∈Ωnlos

(∥∇d(p)∥ − 1)2, (12)

where Ωnlos is the target NLOS space.
We also introduce SDF regularization based on the ge-

ometry of first-returning photons [36]. From the travel-
ing distances of first-returning photons, we can apply space
carving to the NLOS scene to obtain the free space and
rough shape. In the free space, the signed distances to the
rough shape form the lower bounds of the true signed dis-

tances. We can leverage these lower bounds as the addi-
tional training loss:

Lf =
1

|Ωfree |
∑

p∈Ωfree

max(0, b(p)− d(p)), (13)

where Ωfree is the free space and b(p) is the lower bound
of the signed distance at p in the free space. This loss is in-
spired by the SDF lower bound from silhouette [18], while
we derive the lower bounds from the geometry of first-
returning photons. In the supplementary material, we pro-
vide the details of the detection of the first-returning pho-
tons and robust space carving algorithm.

3.6. Rendering background

In practical scenes, background effects, such as intere-
flection or reflected light from the floor, are not negligible.
Plack et al. [34] proposed the background network, which
takes as input a point on a relay wall and temporal bin for es-
timating components from the background. The scaling pa-
rameter between the components from the target object and
background is also optimized with an additional constraint.
To avoid an SDF fitting the background components, we
follow the same approach for modeling the background but
simply adjust the scaling parameter with the measured tran-
sient. Formally, the final transient τ is the weighted sum of
the transients from the object τo (same with Eq. (5)) and
from the background τb as follows:

τ(p′) = τo(p
′) + ξτb(p

′), (14)

where ξ is a scaling parameter computed as

ξ =

∑
t τm(p′, t)−∑

t τo(p
′, t)∑

t τb(p
′, t)

. (15)

The background network is jointly trained with ρ and d.
In the supplementary material, we provide examples of the
rendered background.

4. Experiments
We evaluated the effectiveness of NLOS-NeuS on pub-

licly available NLOS datasets. We compared it with the
NeTF [35] and directional LCT (DLCT) [45], which is
a state-of-the-art surface-reconstruction method for NLOS
scenes. Note that we retrained the NeTF with the author’s
code.

4.1. Implementation

Network architecture We use the same networks with
that of NeuS [39] with geometric initialization [2] for d and
ρ. The inputs of the networks are a scene position and di-
rection to the relay wall with positional encoding [26]. Dif-
fering from NeuS, we do not use a surface normal for the
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Fig. 9. Comparisons on simulated NLOS data. NeTF achieves comparable reconstructions as SOTA and further manages to recover challenging
geometry such as the ear of Bunny, the wing of Lucy and the crown of Indonesian.

objects demonstrate NeTF achieves comparable reconstruc-
tion quality to SOTA. NeTF, however, can tackle challenging
geometry, e.g., the ear of Bunny, the wing of Lucy and the
head of Indonesian that are partially missing using prior art.
The Phasor Field technique achieves the best performance
on Indonesian but still misses the ear on bunny and wing on
Lucy. This implies that such geometry may cast additional
challenges to wave-based techniques but can be potentially
recovered via volume reconstruction.

DLCT [35] produces comparable results to NeTF on
Bunny and Indonesian. On Bunny, both methods manage
to acquire the overall geometry yet DLCT misses one ear
whereas NeTF captures both. In Fig. 9, and 10, DLCT further
uses the mask (silhouettes) of the bunny to obtain the final

mesh. The use of the mask can recover the shape (depth) of
both ears but the geometry of the second ear is still incorrect.
NeTF, in contrast, manages to recover both ears of Bunny.
Similar reconstructions can be observed on Lucy. Fig. 10
shows in-depth comparisons between NeTF and DLCT for
Bunny on the recovered albedo, normal (density in our
results), and mesh reconstruction. Our method preserves
fine details but is slightly more noisy, as shown in the depth
error. A similar phenomenon is observed on NeRF for multi-
view 3D reconstruction where the noise can be potentially
filtered.

On the real Stanford dataset, Fig. 11 compares NeTF
vs. SOTA for the glossy Dragon, diffuse Statue, and metal
Bike. On Dragon and Statue where view-dependency is rel-

NeTF Ours
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y

(a) Directional albedo (b) Depth (c) Normal

Figure 5. Results from NeTF [35] and NLOS-NeuS on synthetic bunny scene. (a) Rendered directional albedo, (b) depth reconstruction,
and (c) surface-normals reconstruction. Neural implicit surface representation achieved geometrically consistent reconstruction.

(a) Ground-truth (b) NeTF (c) DLCT (d) NLOS-NeuS

Figure 6. Surface reconstruction of bunny. (a) Ground-truth mesh,
(b) mesh from NeTF [35], (c) mesh from DLCT [45], and (d) mesh
from NLOS-NeuS.

input of ρ due to heavy computational cost. For the back-
ground network, we use a three-layers MLP with positional
encoding for both position and time.

Surface reconstruction After training NLOS-NeuS, we
use the sphere tracing algorithm [12] to extract a point cloud
instead of using the marching cubes algorithm [22] because
an optimized SDF is not correctly closed due to the NLOS
setup. Note that we first create an object mask with esti-
mated directional albedo then apply the sphere tracing al-
gorithm to only the object region. After extracting the point
cloud with this algorithm, we can obtain a surface normal
at each point by evaluating the gradient of d. We then use
the Poisson surface reconstruction [15] to obtain the object
surface.

Dataset We use two datasets preprocessed in the NeTF
[35]. The first one is the ZNLOS dataset [10], which was
synthetically created with the transient renderer [14]. The
other one is the f-k dataset [19], which is a real capture us-
ing gated SPADs avoiding strong direct reflection from a
relay wall. The temporal resolution of the SPAD system is
approximately 70 pico seconds.

4.2. Results on synthetic data

Figure 5 shows the comparison of the NeTF and NLOS-
NeuS on the synthetic bunny scene. Figure 5(a) visual-

Table 1. Quantitative comparison of NLOS-NeuS with NeTF [35]
and DLCT [45] on bunny scene. We computed end-point-error for
surface normals. Errors dramatically reduced with NLOS-NeuS
compared with NeTF, and NLOS-NeuS is also comparable with
DLCT.

Depth [cm] Normal [cm]
RMSE MAE RMSE MAE

NeTF [35] 8.26 3.67 0.81 0.63
DLCT [45] 5.27 1.59 0.40 0.30

NLOS-NeuS 4.63 1.84 0.39 0.30

izes the rendered directional albedos with the NeTF and
NLOS-NeuS. The directional albedo of the NeTF was sim-
ply extracted as the highest σρ on a ray from the relay
wall. The directional albedo of NLOS-NeuS was gener-
ated with volume rendering. In the supplementary material,
we present our directional albedos rendered from different
views, which is similar to novel-view synthesis with the
NeRF [26]. Figure 5(b) shows the results of depth recon-
struction. Note that the results are masked with the ground-
truth depth map. The neural implicit surface representation
with NLOS-NeuS dramatically improved the accuracy of
the depth reconstruction. We also show the reconstructed
surface normals in (c), where the NeTF normal is com-
puted as the normalized gradient of the density network,
demonstrating the geometrically consistent reconstruction
of NLOS-NeuS. Table 1 shows the quantitative comparison
with the NeTF and DLCT [45] on depth and surface nor-
mals. The errors dramatically reduced with NLOS-NeuS
compared with the NeTF, and NLOS-NeuS is also compa-
rable with the DLCT, which is the state-of-the-art surface
reconstruction in NLOS scenes.

Figure 6 shows the qualitative comparison of recon-
structed meshes with the NeTF, DLCT and NLOS-NeuS.
Due to the lack of geometric representation, the NeTF mesh
contains large errors. On the other hand, NLOS-NeuS en-
ables high quality 3D surface reconstruction. Although the
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Fig. 9. Comparisons on simulated NLOS data. NeTF achieves comparable reconstructions as SOTA and further manages to recover challenging
geometry such as the ear of Bunny, the wing of Lucy and the crown of Indonesian.

objects demonstrate NeTF achieves comparable reconstruc-
tion quality to SOTA. NeTF, however, can tackle challenging
geometry, e.g., the ear of Bunny, the wing of Lucy and the
head of Indonesian that are partially missing using prior art.
The Phasor Field technique achieves the best performance
on Indonesian but still misses the ear on bunny and wing on
Lucy. This implies that such geometry may cast additional
challenges to wave-based techniques but can be potentially
recovered via volume reconstruction.

DLCT [35] produces comparable results to NeTF on
Bunny and Indonesian. On Bunny, both methods manage
to acquire the overall geometry yet DLCT misses one ear
whereas NeTF captures both. In Fig. 9, and 10, DLCT further
uses the mask (silhouettes) of the bunny to obtain the final

mesh. The use of the mask can recover the shape (depth) of
both ears but the geometry of the second ear is still incorrect.
NeTF, in contrast, manages to recover both ears of Bunny.
Similar reconstructions can be observed on Lucy. Fig. 10
shows in-depth comparisons between NeTF and DLCT for
Bunny on the recovered albedo, normal (density in our
results), and mesh reconstruction. Our method preserves
fine details but is slightly more noisy, as shown in the depth
error. A similar phenomenon is observed on NeRF for multi-
view 3D reconstruction where the noise can be potentially
filtered.

On the real Stanford dataset, Fig. 11 compares NeTF
vs. SOTA for the glossy Dragon, diffuse Statue, and metal
Bike. On Dragon and Statue where view-dependency is rel-
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Fig. 9. Comparisons on simulated NLOS data. NeTF achieves comparable reconstructions as SOTA and further manages to recover challenging
geometry such as the ear of Bunny, the wing of Lucy and the crown of Indonesian.

objects demonstrate NeTF achieves comparable reconstruc-
tion quality to SOTA. NeTF, however, can tackle challenging
geometry, e.g., the ear of Bunny, the wing of Lucy and the
head of Indonesian that are partially missing using prior art.
The Phasor Field technique achieves the best performance
on Indonesian but still misses the ear on bunny and wing on
Lucy. This implies that such geometry may cast additional
challenges to wave-based techniques but can be potentially
recovered via volume reconstruction.

DLCT [35] produces comparable results to NeTF on
Bunny and Indonesian. On Bunny, both methods manage
to acquire the overall geometry yet DLCT misses one ear
whereas NeTF captures both. In Fig. 9, and 10, DLCT further
uses the mask (silhouettes) of the bunny to obtain the final

mesh. The use of the mask can recover the shape (depth) of
both ears but the geometry of the second ear is still incorrect.
NeTF, in contrast, manages to recover both ears of Bunny.
Similar reconstructions can be observed on Lucy. Fig. 10
shows in-depth comparisons between NeTF and DLCT for
Bunny on the recovered albedo, normal (density in our
results), and mesh reconstruction. Our method preserves
fine details but is slightly more noisy, as shown in the depth
error. A similar phenomenon is observed on NeRF for multi-
view 3D reconstruction where the noise can be potentially
filtered.

On the real Stanford dataset, Fig. 11 compares NeTF
vs. SOTA for the glossy Dragon, diffuse Statue, and metal
Bike. On Dragon and Statue where view-dependency is rel-
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Figure 7. Results on Lucy and Indonesian with (b) NeTF [35] and (c) NLOS-NeuS. Results contain directional albedos and reconstructed
surface. Note that each object is located on floor and measured transient is highly affected by reflected light from floor.
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Figure 8. Results of surface reconstruction on real dataset with (a) NeTF [35], (b) DLCT [45], and (c) NLOS-NeuS.

result with the DLCT is comparable with that with NLOS-
NeuS on this synthetic data, its discretized representation is
limited in real data, as shown in Fig. 1(c).

Figure 7 summarize the comparison with the NeTF for
the Lucy and Indonesian scenes. Note that each object is
located on a floor and the measured transient is highly af-
fected by the reflected light from the floor. In the sup-
plementary material, we present the learned transients of
the floor reflection. We present the directional albedos and
meshes of both methods. NLOS-NeuS can reconstruct the
complicated structure in the Lucy. Although there are some
missing parts in our results of the Indonesian, NLOS-NeuS
can obtain geometrically plausible results compared with
the NeTF.

4.3. Results on real capture

Figure 8 shows the results with the real data captured
using a SPAD. We present the directional albedos and re-
constructed meshes for both scenes. The NeTF fails to re-
construct the correct geometry in these scenes. DLCT can
reconstruct the object structures, while the quality of the re-
constructed geometry is limited due to its discrete represen-
tation. NLOS-NeuS, on the other hand, can reconstruct the
fine details and smooth surface compared with DLCT be-
cause of its continuous representation of the neural implicit
surface. These results indicate the effectiveness of NLOS-
NeuS for real scenes.

4.4. Ablation study on loss functions

We introduce several losses for training an SDF. Fig-
ure 9 shows the comparison between the several patterns
of the loss functions on the bunny. As discussed in Sec.
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Figure 9. Ablation study of loss functions for learning zero level-set surface. By using both Lz and Len, MLP can correctly learn zero
level-set surface. We also show effectiveness of Lf , which improves overall accuracy of reconstructed geometry.

Scene Directional albedo(a) GT (b) GT (Top-view)

(f) NeTF

(c) Phasor Field

(d) F-K (e) DLCT

Fig. 14. Visual comparisons of NLOS reconstructions on the semi-
occluded scene. (a) and (b) show the frontal and top-down views.
Closest to NeTF is DLCT, which manages to recover the front plane
but produces high errors on the back plane.

tions may lead to noise on smooth surfaces. There are a
number of emerging neural modeling techniques that can
potentially provide smooth reconstructions, by imposing
shape priors [40]. In general, learning-based techniques
(including NeRF and NeTF), in their current forms, are still
substantially more computationally expensive than previ-
ous optimization techniques, although we observe a large
number of emerging acceleration schemes. More impor-
tantly, NeTF demonstrates that deep learning provides an
alternative and potentially feasible solution to a broader
class of inverse imaging problems. There are also sev-
eral acceleration schemes, e.g., using results from SOTA
to initialize the network and then conduct training. It is
our immediate future work to investigate how to integrate
such approaches into our NeTF framework. Our current
approach does not separately treat the confocal and non-
confocal setups. Analogous to multi-view stereo vs. photo-
metric stereo, it may be possible to tailor solutions such as
[41] on top of NeTF to separately handle different settings.
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Figure 10. Challenging scenes for SDF. (a) This scene consists of two planes, one of which is partially occluded. SDF is not suitable for
such non-closed surface. (b) This scene consists of thin structures, which are also difficult for SDF to correctly represent geometry.

3.4, the simple extension of the NeTF with the neural im-
plicit surface incorrectly estimates non-zero level-set sur-
faces. When we train the MLP without both Lz and Len

(a), most parts of the shape are missing due to such non-
zero level-set surfaces. When we train the MLP only with
Lz (b) or Len (c), the results dramatically improve, while
the shape near the object boundary cannot be reconstructed.
By using both loss functions (e), we can correctly estimate
the shape near the object boundary. We also show the effec-
tiveness of Lf , which improves the overall accuracy of the
reconstructed geometry (d,e).

4.5. Limitations

We finally discuss the limitations due to our geometric
representation. Figure 10 shows an example of a challeng-
ing scene. In Fig. 10(a), two planes are located and one
is partially occluded. The figure also shows learned SDF,
where the black lines indicate the positions of the ground-
truth planes. Although the zero level-set is extracted on the
front plane, the SDF around the back plane is not correct.
Such a non-closed surface is difficult for an SDF to rep-
resent the geometry. Figure 10(b) is another example of a
challenging scene for an SDF, where the target object con-

sists of thin structures. One approach for these scenes is to
use more flexible geometric representation such as unsigned
distance field [8].

5. Conclusion

We proposed NLOS-NeuS, which is an extension of the
NeTF for representing 3D surfaces with an SDF in NLOS
scenes. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
study on neural implicit surfaces with volume rendering
in NLOS scenes. The experimental results indicate that
the introduced constraints are essential for learning a cor-
rect SDF to avoid non-zero level-set surfaces in an under-
constrained NLOS setup, and NLOS-NeuS with continuous
representation enables high quality 3D surface reconstruc-
tion in NLOS scenes. Future research directions include
using other geometric representations and an extension for
a non-confocal NLOS setup.
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